**Blood pressure and anthropometry in children treated with stimulants: a longitudinal cohort study with an individual approach**
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**Background:** Knowledge about the long-term effects on blood pressure (BP) and body mass index (BMI) when treating young patients for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) with stimulants is limited. Most of the studies have reported mean and not individual values for anthropometrics and BP in treatment with stimulants. This seems to be the first study of changes based on the analyses of individual data measured over time.

**Patients and methods:** Seventy young patients (aged 8–18 years) diagnosed with AD/HD and responding well to treatment with stimulants were followed for a mean period of 3 years and 3 months. BP, heart rate, height, weight, and BMI were transformed to standard deviations or z-scores from before treatment to the last registered visit.

**Results:** The mean dose of methylphenidate was 0.95 mg/kg. The mean increase of systolic and diastolic BP was 0.4 z-score and 0.1 z-score, respectively. The systolic BP was associated with BMI; a higher BMI at baseline increased the risk for an increase in systolic BP. Ten percent of the total group had a weight at follow-up of −1.5 standard deviation (SD) and 12% had a height of <−1.5 SD. Mean height at follow-up was −0.2 SD, but 40% had a reduced height of at least 0.5 SD during the treatment period. BMI on a group level was reduced from +0.8 SD to +0.3 SD. Of the 19 patients with a BMI >+1.5 SD at baseline, 50% had a significantly reduced BMI.

**Conclusion:** Consequences of stimulant treatment must be evaluated individually. Besides significant effects on core AD/HD symptoms, some patients have lower BMI and BP and some increase/maintain their BMI and/or increase their systolic BP. The risk of reduced height trajectory needs further research.
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**Introduction**

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) is the single most prevalent developmental disorder with a worldwide pooled prevalence of ~5%.1 The cognitive deficits that characterize AD/HD, that is, the executive dysfunctions, entail substantial problems for academic achievement and other social contexts.2 In individuals with AD/HD, there are increased risks for severe social problems, accidents, and substance abuse.3,4 In addition to the core symptoms of AD/HD, associated symptoms and disorders considerably affect the child’s functioning and outcome.5-7

Treatment involves counseling, educational interventions, parental support, and, for many, also medication.8-10 Stimulants, amphetamine and methylphenidate, have been used in Sweden since the 1990s,11 whereas in other parts of the world treatment
started much earlier; >70 years ago with d, l-amphetamine (for a review, see Findling, 2008).12

Guidelines provide recent information in the fields of neuroimaging, neuropsychology, genetics, diagnostics, role of comorbidities, and consensus recommendations for the pharmacological treatment of AD/HD. Stimulants are effective drugs, and meta-analyses investigating their use have led to recommending their use as part of a comprehensive program.9,10,13 In a recent bibliographic search of several databases, prospective studies evaluating the incidence of adverse events in children and adolescents treated pharmacologically for AD/HD were reviewed.14 Treatment periods varied between 1 and 4 years. The rate of treatment-related adverse events ranged from 58% to 78%; decreased appetite, insomnia, headache, and abdominal pain were the most common. The authors concluded that few studies evaluated the long-term safety of drugs for AD/HD and that systematic monitoring of long-term safety is needed.

Pharmacological long-term intervention is considered safe with no evidence of increased risk for serious cardiovascular events such as sudden cardiac death, acute myocardial infarction, or stroke.15 There are, however, some controversies with respect to parameters such as blood pressure (BP) and heart rate. In the Multimodal Treatment Study of Children with AD/HD (MTA study), the association between stimulant medication and BP and heart rate over 10 years was evaluated.16 No treatment effect on either systolic or diastolic BP could be detected but children treated with stimulants had a higher heart rate at the end of a 14-month controlled trial, but not thereafter. It was concluded from the study that stimulant treatment did not increase the risk for prehypertension or hypertension over the 10-year period of observation.

In the same MTA study, the effect of stimulant medication on physical growth was evaluated. It was found that at baseline, on a group level, the children had been taller than expected from norms but had shown stimulant-related decreases in growth rates after the initiation of treatment, which appeared to reach asymptotes within 3 years without evidence of growth rebound.17 Biederman et al found no evidence that AD/HD was associated with adverse trajectories of height over time or differences at follow-up in any growth outcomes.18 Faraone et al analyzed longitudinal studies about deficits in expected growth among children with AD/HD who had been treated with stimulants and with a follow-up of at least 1 year.19 They found that treatment with stimulant medication led to statistically significant delays in height and weight, but these deficits attenuated over time. Their review suggested that growth deficits may be dose dependent, that treatment cessation may lead to normalization of growth, and that further research should assess the idea that AD/HD itself may be associated with dysregulated growth.

Our pediatric unit serves a county-based population of children and adolescents with AD/HD and receives referrals for initiating pharmacological treatment. The children are followed regularly at the same clinic as long as treatment is sustained or up to the age of 18 years. The aim of this study was to evaluate long-term consequences, when treated with methylphenidate, for BP, heart rate, weight, height, and body mass index (BMI).

**Patients and methods**

The catchment area of the study was the 15 municipalities served by Skaraborg’s Hospital in southwestern Sweden (total population ~300,000 inhabitants). In this area, there is one specialized pediatric unit for pharmacological treatment of children and adolescents with ADHD.

At the time of start of the study, ~200 children and adolescents had their follow-up at this unit. The neurodevelopmental team at the unit comprises child neurologists, a pediatric nurse, a special education teacher, and a neuropsychologist.

All children had been referred to the team due to a suspicion of AD/HD and for assessments with regard to pharmacological treatment. Medication in children is subsidized in Sweden and therefore available for everybody when needed. AD/HD was diagnosed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV). Inclusion criteria were 1) pharmacological treatment for AD/HD, consistently for at least 1 year, 2) treatment with methylphenidate, and 3) a clinical global impression of severity corresponding to a significant impairment (Clinical Global Impression-Severity [CGI-S] level 5 or more) before starting pharmacological treatment. Exclusion criteria were co-existing intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder and treatment with atomoxetine. No patient had a major chronic comorbidity such as epilepsy, a specific genetic syndrome, diabetes, or a severe respiratory or cardiovascular disorder. When the study started, Lis-dexamphetamine was not available in Sweden. At the beginning of the study, 100 individuals met the inclusion criteria. Because of limited resources, 70 patients were included. Some results are based on 67 participants because of missing data at baseline or at follow-up. The records of these participants were collected consecutively and reviewed without any selection.

A retrospective review of the records was performed and data on BP (mmHg), heart rate (beats per minute, bpm), height (cm), weight (kg), BMI (kg/m²), and an evaluation...
of clinical global impairment and improvement according to the CGI-S and Clinical Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scales were recorded. Baseline characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1. A prerequisite for pharmacological treatment was a significant functional impairment in all areas of functioning. In order to maintain a continuous medication, a significant reduction of symptoms and increase in level of functioning were required.

BP and heart rate and anthropometric data had been monitored every third month by the same pediatric nurse and every second time the measurement was followed by a visit to the pediatrician. BP and heart rate were obtained after sitting for 5 min in the nurse office, measured in the right arm using a cuff of adequate size for the patient’s arm. Heart rate (bpm) was measured by palpation of the pulse at the child’s wrist. If the measured level was above normal HR >100, systolic pressure >120 mmHg, and diastolic >80 mmHg, the measurements were repeated. Anthropometric measurements such as weight and height were measured by the nurse at the clinic using a calibrated scale and a ruler attached to the wall. Values were then transferred to growth charts in the computer-based record.

BP was calculated and presented as z-scores and percentiles according to recommendations by USA/ARS Children’s Nutrition Research Centre, Baylor College of Medicine, BCM, Body Composition Laboratory (https://www.bcm.edu/bodycomplab). The method takes into account age, gender, and height. The procedure was carried out by two pediatricians. Variables for BP, heart rate, height, weight, and BMI were registered and transformed to standard deviations, percentiles, or z-scores, measuring divergence from gender- and age-specific norms, from before treatment to the last registered visit. Descriptive statistics as mean and percentages were presented. In order to explore factors associated with BP rise between baseline and follow-up, we have constructed a binary outcome variable (yes/no) for rise with respect to systolic and diastolic BP, respectively. We then analyzed factors that could be associated with a rise of systolic and diastolic BP in two separate logistic regression models. Data were analyzed using IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistics version 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). A P-value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board, Gothenburg, which advised that no patient consent was required. The limited data that were accessed at regular follow-up were transferred anonymously to a research data set.

### Results

At inclusion, first visit/baseline, there were 61 boys and 9 girls with a mean age of 12 years, standard deviation (SD) 2.4 (range 8–17 years). Mean age at follow-up was 16 years (range 9–18 years), and 80% had reported a significant improvement according to CGI-I. The mean dose of long-acting methylphenidate was 0.95 mg/kg/day (range 0.4–2.6 mg/kg) at last visit. Some patients had two daily doses of methylphenidate. Average treatment length was 3 years and 3 months (3:3 years) (range 1:7–9:6 years). Measurements were compared to gender-specific norms, and splitting the analyses into female/male did not reveal any difference.

#### Systolic BP

At baseline, systolic mean BP was +0.1 z, and the mean percentile was 51. Mean systolic BP at follow-up was +0.4 z, and the mean percentile was 64 (Figure 1). At baseline, 33 of 67 (49%) individuals with recorded BP measurements had a systolic BP above the 50th percentile. Of these, one-third (n=12) remained below the 50th percentile during the treatment period and two-thirds (n=21) increased above. Thirty-four individuals (51%) started with a systolic BP above the 50th percentile, seven of these (21%) decreased below the 50th percentile and 27 (79%) remained above (Figure 1). Six (9%) of the 67 individuals had a BP above the 90th percentile before treatment start. The systolic BP for five of these six fell below the 90th percentile during treatment. Six out of the 61 individuals (10%) below the 90th percentile at baseline increased above the 90th percentile at follow-up (Figure 1).

#### Diastolic BP

Mean diastolic BP was +0.01 z and the percentile 50 at baseline. At follow-up, mean diastolic BP was 0.1 z and the percentile 54. Figure 2 illustrates that 34 (51%) of the

### Table 1 Baseline characteristics of participants in longitudinal study (n=70)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Min-max</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>12.3 (2.4)</td>
<td>8–17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment time (months)</td>
<td>39.7 (19.5)</td>
<td>12–116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylphenidate (mg/kg)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.35–2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP (mmHg)</td>
<td>109 (10)</td>
<td>90–140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP (mmHg)</td>
<td>63 (7)</td>
<td>43–80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP (percentiles)</td>
<td>51 (25)</td>
<td>5.8–98.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP (percentiles)</td>
<td>50 (18)</td>
<td>4.7–86.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate (beats per minute)</td>
<td>70.3 (10.2)</td>
<td>50–95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²) in SD</td>
<td>0.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>−2.7–3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>9 (12.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>61 (87.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; BP, blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; min, minimum; max, maximum.
Figure 1 Changes in systolic blood pressure values, based on norm-population data, from baseline (i) to follow-up (ii) expressed as percentiles, sorted in order from largest increase to largest decrease. The horizontal lines are references for median, 75th, and 90th percentile. 
Abbreviation: sBP, systolic blood pressure.

67 individuals at baseline had a diastolic BP below the 50th percentile. Of the 34 with diastolic BP below the 50th percentile, 14 (41%) increased and 20 (59%) remained in the same category. Of the 33 with a diastolic BP above the 50th percentile, eight (24%) decreased and 25 (76%) remained. No child had a diastolic BP above the 90th percentile.

BP and influence of BMI and dose of methylphenidate
A logistic regression model with increase in systolic BP as outcome included gender, age, and dose of methylphenidate categorized into <0.9 mg/kg or ≥0.9 mg/kg, length of treatment, baseline BMI and BP. Only a higher BMI
at baseline increased the risk for an increase in systolic BP OR =1.76 (95% confidence interval [CI] 1.10–2.81; P=0.02). There was a significant correlation between BMI at baseline and increase in systolic BP (r=0.53, P<0.001). The same model applied for diastolic BP revealed that dose ≥0.9 mg/kg entailed a higher risk for an increase in diastolic BP (OR 5.1; 95% CI 1.36–19.65, P=0.02). There was a weak correlation between diastolic BP and BMI (r=0.24, P=0.04).

On a group level, there was no correlation between dose and systolic or diastolic BP as continuous variables.

Heart rate
Mean heart rate at baseline was 70 (median 68, range 50–95) and at follow-up 75 (median 72.5, range 60–98), P=0.01. There was a correlation at follow-up between heart rate and systolic BP (r=0.391, P=0.001) but not at baseline.

Height
At baseline, mean height was +0.1 SD. Mean height at follow-up was −0.2 SD. Figure 3A illustrates that 28 out of 69 (41%) individuals deviated and decreased at least 0.5 SD during the treatment period. Five (7%) individuals had a height ≤−1.5 SD at baseline, and at follow-up, eight (12%) had a height below −1.5 SD. In a regression model that included age at treatment start, duration of treatment, gender, weight, and height at baseline and dose, only height at baseline had significant influence on height at follow-up (P=0.04). There was a correlation between height at baseline and follow-up (r=0.8, P<0.001). The group that decreased their height between baseline and follow-up was on average taller at baseline (median +0.25 SD vs −0.4 SD, P=0.01).

Weight
Mean weight at baseline and follow-up were +0.9 SD and +0.3 SD, respectively. There was a correlation between dose and weight loss between baseline and follow-up (r=−0.3, P=0.01). Figure 3B illustrates that four out of 69 individuals (6%) had a baseline weight <−1.5 SD and 24 (34%) had a weight >1.5 SD. At follow-up, seven (10%) had a weight <−1.5 SD and 15 (22%) had a weight >1.5 SD.

BMI
Mean BMI at baseline and follow up were +0.8 SD and +0.3 SD, respectively. Figure 4 depicts that 47 (68%) had a reduced BMI during the treatment period, three remained the same and 18 (26%) had an increased BMI. Of 22 individuals with baseline BMI <±0 SD, 21 remained in that interval and one had an increase in BMI. Regarding the nine <−1.5 SD at follow-up, three were remaining from baseline and 6 were new. Of the 28 individuals with a baseline BMI between 0 and +1.5 SD, 10 had a lower BMI at follow-up, six had a higher BMI and 12 remained at their baseline BMI. Of the 19 individuals with a BMI >+1.5 SD at baseline, −50% (10 individuals) still had the same BMI and −50% (nine individuals) had reduced their BMI. The mean dose of methylphenidate in the group with a BMI >+1.5 and the group <−1.5 at follow-up were 1.0 and 0.9 mg/kg/day, respectively. There was a tendency to greater BMI decrease between baseline and follow-up with doses ≥0.9 mg/kg but not statistically significant.

Figure 3 (A) Height and weight expressed as z-scores (individual deviation from mean for norms). Baseline (I) and follow-up (II). The horizontal lines are references for median, 75th, and 90th percentile. (B) Weight expressed as z-scores (individual deviation from mean for norms). Baseline (I) and follow-up (II). The horizontal lines are references for median, 75th, and 90th percentile.
Discussion

This is a longitudinal, clinically based study of the development of systolic and diastolic BP, heart rate, weight, height, and BMI over a mean of >3 years, range 1.7–9.6 years. The study group consisted of a representative clinical cohort of 70 patients, aged 8–18 years, treated with stimulants for AD/HD. Children with major comorbidities, such as autism and intellectual disability, had been excluded from the study, but the vast majority had at least one coexisting disorder, such as dyslexia, developmental coordination disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, or another of the commonly reported comorbidities in ADHD. BP, heart rate, and anthropometric data were analyzed both individually and on a group level. The follow-up was performed by the same team, and compliance to nurse/physicians visit four times a year was good. Baseline values for BP and height, but not weight accorded to population norms.

Systolic BP increased on a group level to 0.4 \( z \)-score and diastolic pressure to 0.1 \( z \)-score, but there was a significant individual variation with regard to changes in BP that should be considered. Of the six (10%) individuals with pre-systolic hypertension (90th to 95th percentile) before treatment, five decreased below the 90th percentile and another five increased above the 90th percentile. In a regression model, systolic BP was also significantly associated with higher baseline BMI but not with methylphenidate dose. There has been a concern that stimulants add to the risk for later hypertension. Long-term follow-up is therefore important in order to understand the potential risk. Elevated BP is associated with coronary heart disease and stroke risk. An increasing correlation with age, between childhood BP and hypertension in later life has been reported. Lower socioeconomic position and fetal programming, such as maternal experience of famine, low birth weight and smoking during pregnancy, are examples of independent associated and studied determinants of later increase in BP.

In children and adolescents, BP increases with age while heart rate decreases. The increase of heart rate over time and correlation between heart rate and systolic BP observed at follow-up, in the present study, indicate that the treatment, at least in some way, affected the cardiovascular system.

Being overweight at baseline is both a risk factor for an increased systolic BP and an indication of possible beneficial side effects of treatment with stimulants, that is, weight reduction. Overall, BMI was reduced by 63%, from 0.8 SD to 0.3 SD, and 50% of the patients in the group who were overweight according to WHO standards were no longer overweight at follow-up. There is a growing awareness that overweight children are at risk for diseases common in adults. In this context, the link between AD/HD, obesity, and hypertension needs to be considered alongside long-term effect of stimulants on these variables. The additional health benefits in the reduction of BMI and systolic BP for lowering...
risk for the metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease are important both for the individual child and secondly for societal health and social costs.

The treatment effect on height development on a group level was −0.2 SD, perhaps negligible but the group of children with height −1.5 SD increased from 5% to 10%. In 39% of the children, their relative height decreased by 0.5 SD during the treatment period. This is a cause of concern and not fully studied in these subjects. Interpretation is limited in this aspect because of a lack of an unmedicated comparison group, lack of a systematic evaluation of prenatal factors, such as toxic exposures, and hereditary influences. Moreover, puberty was not considered in relation to treatment although age and gender were always accounted for according to population norms. The influence of weight on height trajectory is well known and may also be a factor of importance in our group.

Stimulant treatment and growth were studied in a longitudinal study from Rochester Epidemiology project, including 340 individuals with childhood AD/HD and 680 age- and gender-matched controls in the 1976–1982 birth cohort. Height-for-age z-scores at the beginning (0.48) to end of treatment (0.33) among the AD/HD cases treated for >3 years approached statistical significance (P=0.06), but the difference was considered clinically insignificant. The authors concluded that neither childhood AD/HD itself nor treatment with stimulants is associated with significant deficits in height into adulthood.34

The main limitations of our study include that the study group was relatively small, 70 patients, and that a within subjects design, with no comparison group, was used. Strengths of our study would be the clinical, representative group that could be followed systematically by the same team over several years (on average 3 years).

No detailed analysis of autonomic regulation was performed. Findings supporting an autonomic dysfunction in children with unmedicated ADHD have been reported.35 A study of pharmaco logically untreated children with ADHD by Tonhajzerova et al36 revealed decreased cardiac vagal modulation and tachycardia in supine positions, with altered ability of dynamic activation of the autonomic nervous system in response to orthostasis, indicating changes in the cardiac autonomic regulation in this patient group. Another study, including a systematic review of the relationship between cardiac vagal control (CVC) and ADHD, has suggested that children with unmedicated ADHD experience dampened CVC reactivity during tasks involving self-regulation and emotion regulation and that medication acted to correct the autonomic imbalance, but did not bring the imbalance to normal levels.37 In our study group, measurements of BP and heart rate were performed in a well-known setting, which should reduce the risk of obtaining an elevated generalized sympathetic activity in the child.

Pharmacological treatment of children and adolescents call for careful and individualized consideration of both prognosis of AD/HD and risks for cardiovascular disease and the metabolic syndrome in adult life. It is important to consider AD/HD as a spectrum disorder and a symptom expression with several etiologies. Neurodevelopmental disorders such as AD/HD, developmental coordination disorder and autism, are all strongly linked to both hereditary factors, toxic exposure during pregnancy such as alcohol and smoking as well as to prematurity, low birth weight, and other perinatal insults.38–42

According to recommendations, BP and anthropometric parameters are regularly collected and monitored at follow-up in clinical practice but often only superficially evaluated. However, this study adds to the understanding that pharmacological treatment of AD/HD has to be considered individually with a view to improving functioning and to consider potential adverse effects. To achieve this, a holistic perspective, including growth and development, should be applied with pedi atricians and child psychiatrists.
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